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June 2020: Maybe You Should Talk To Someone: A Therapist, Her Therapist, and Our 
Lives Revealed by Lori Gottlieb 

 

Psychotherapist and author Lori Gottlieb shares her 
journey of becoming a therapist alongside stories of 
working with her clients and working on herself in 
this hybrid-mashup of nonfiction and memoir, 
Maybe You Should Talk To Someone: A Therapist, 
Her Therapist, and Our Lives Revealed.  

“In therapy, you’ll be asked to be both accountable 
and vulnerable,” Gottlieb writes on page 124.  

Question 1: What is your relationship to therapy in 
your own life? To accountability? Vulnerability? 
What parallels do you see between the journey of therapy and the creative process?  

On page 23, Gottlieb writes: “I’ve always been drawn to stories — not just what happens, but how the 
story is told. When people come to therapy, I’m listening to their narratives but also for their flexibility 
with them. Do they consider what they’re saying to be the only version of the story — the “accurate” 
version — or do they know that theirs is just one of many ways to tell it? Are they aware of what they’re 
choosing to leave in or out, of how their motivation in sharing this story affects how the listener hears it?”  

Later, in therapy with Wendell, Gottlieb recognizes that it’s his job to help her “edit my story” (page 115). 
“All therapists do this: What material is extraneous? Are the supporting characters important or a 
distraction? Is the story advancing or is the protagonist going in circles? Do the plot points reveal a 
theme?” she writes.  
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“I once heard creativity described as being the 
ability to grasp the essence of one thing and the 
essence of some very different thing and smash 

them together to create some entirely new thing. 
That's what therapist do too.”  

- page 58 



And still later: “… therapy is about understanding the self that you are. But part of getting to know 
yourself is to unknow yourself — to let go of the limiting stores you’ve told yourself about who you are so 
that you aren’t trapped by them, so you can live your life and not the story you’ve been telling yourself 
about your life” (page 151).  

Question 2: When you write your story, is yours the only version? Do you ever examine your own story to 
see where it might need an “edit” — taken in a different direction?  

As Gottlieb enters her own therapy with Wendell, she claims the “presenting problem” is the breakup with 
Boyfriend. But she also knows deep down — and so does Wendell — that “the presenting problem, the 
issue someone comes in with, is often just one aspect of a larger problem, if not a red herring 
entirely” (page 47). She goes on to say that people are great at filtering out things they don’t want to think 
about — until something comes along that they can’t not think about and forces them to address feelings 
that they’ve been trying to keep at bay.  

Question 3:  Have you experienced this in your own life? Something that forced you to examine a part of 
your life that you had been ignoring?  

Feeling, of course, is a topic of discussion in a book about therapy. On page 58, Gottlieb shares that 
“People don’t always remember events or conversations clearly, but they do remember with great accuracy 
how an experience made them feel.”  

Later, in a session with Wendell, they talk about feelings not lining up with our expectations: “ ‘Your 
feelings don’t have to mesh with what you think they should be,’ he explained. ‘They’ll be there regardless, 
so you might as well welcome them because they hold important clues.’ ” (page 65)  

“I’d been mistaking feeling less for feeling better,” Gottlieb says on page 323.  

Question 4: Our feelings have a lot to tell us. What’s your relationship to feelings? Are you an all the 
feelings, all the time kind of person? Do you push past feelings in order to function? Do you get mired in 
them? What does a healthy relationship to feeling for you look like? How can move in that direction 
today?  
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“We tend to think that the future happens later, but we’re creating it in our minds every day. When the 
present falls apart, so does the future we had associated with it.” - page 66  

Question 5: What’s a future you once imagined for yourself ? How did you react when it “disappeared”? 
How are you still reacting in relation to that future-that-isn’t today?  

Gottlieb’s patient, Julie, faces a terminal diagnosis as a newlywed. She’s just gotten tenure as a professor, 
returned home from her honeymoon, and is wildly in love with her new husband and her life. As she 
processes all the things she’s going to miss, she tells Gottlieb: “I'm also going to miss myself. All those 
insecurities I had spent my life wanting to change? I was just getting to a place where I really liked myself. 
I like me. I'm going to miss Matt, and my family, and my friends, but I'm also going to miss me” (page 
253). 

Question 6: As we age, we (hopefully!) grow more comfortable with ourselves, with accepting our flaws 
and our triumphs while at the same time learning to grow into better versions of those selves. What do 
you like about yourself right now? What do you want to learn to like about yourself in the next year?  

“If you'd asked me when I started as a therapist what most people came in for, I would've replied that they 
hoped to feel less anxious or depressed, to have less problematic relationships. But no matter the 
circumstances, there seems to be this common element of loneliness, a craving for but a lack of a strong 
sense of human connection. A want. They rarely expressed it that way, but the more I learned about their 
lives, the more I could sense it, and I felt it in many ways myself.” — page 259  

“The second people felt alone, I noticed, usually in a space between things — leaving a therapy session, at 
a red light, standing in the checkout line, right in the elevator — they picked up devices and ran away 
from that feeling. In a state of perpetual distraction, they seemed to be losing the ability to be with others 
and losing their ability to be with themselves.” — page 261 
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Gottlieb sees loneliness as a thread throughout all of the lives of her patients — and her own. Her patient 
John feels lonely in his grief about his son. Rita feels lonely as her adult children have cut her out of their 
lives, and as she has cut Myron out of her own, a sort of deserved-loneliness in her mind. Gottlieb even 
recognizes that Julie’s husband, Matt — not her patient! — likely feels lonely as someone who should  be 
navigating parenthood and his career, and instead he’s siloed off from his peer group as he experiences 
becoming a widower so soon after being married.  

Question 7: In what ways do you feel lonely in your own life? How to your react to loneliness? And how 
could you respond instead, if your usual reaction isn’t working for you?  

“ ‘Almost is always the hardest, isn’t it?’ [ Julie] said one afternoon. ‘Almost getting something. Almost 
having a baby. Almost getting a clean scan. Almost not having cancer anymore.’ I thought about how 
many people avoid trying for things they really want in life because it’s more painful to get close to the 
goal but not achieve it than not to have taken the chance in the first place.” — page 391  

Question 8:  What’s an “almost” in your own life? How have you coped with the almost-ness of it? What 
have you avoided going for because you’re scared of getting close, but not quite there?  

Austrian psychiatrist Viktor Frankl believed that people’s primary drive in life is toward finding meaning. 
Gottlieb shares a quote from him — “Between stimulus and response there is a space. In that space is our 
power to choose our response. In our response lies our growth and our freedom.” — extrapolating for the 
reader that Frankl believes we can choose our response even in the worst of circumstances. Frankl was a 
Jew imprisoned in a concentration camp in World War II, who upon being freed learned that his wife and 
entire family had been exterminated. But his response was not despair, but to teach his theory (collected in 
a book titled Man’s Search for Meaning and well-worth reading) until his death at age 92.  

Question 9: What meaning in your life is your driving purpose? Maybe you haven’t found it yet — what 
can you do to start to uncover it?  
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In one session with her patient John, Gottlieb explores the idea with him that being a good parent might 
not mean bottling up his emotions in order to not fall apart — it might mean allowing himself to feel the 
full range of human emotions in order to really live, and show his daughters how to full live, too. When he 
says through tears he didn’t come to therapy to have a breakdown, Gottlieb reassures him that “he’s not 
breaking down; he’s breaking open” (page 279-280).  

Question 10: Do you allow yourself to feel all the emotions? Do you allow your kids to feel all the 
emotions? Why or why not? And is your answer satisfying to you?  

Gottlieb’s patient, Rita, is used to seeing the world “from a place of deficit, and as a result, joy felt foreign 
to her” (page 298). Rita, despairing about her life choices as she aged, feeling unable to go back and undue 
them, can’t allow herself to feel joy even about great things happening in her life right now. “For Rita, joy 
isn’t pleasure; it’s anticipatory pain,” writes Gottlieb (page 299).  

Question 11: In what ways do you view life from a deficit? How are you treating joy “like a crumb” as 
Mary Oliver writes in her poem Don’t Hesitate? 

“Doing something prompts you to do something else, replacing a vicious cycle with a virtuous one. Most 
big transformations come about from the hundreds of tiny, almost imperceptible steps we take along the 
way.” — page 21  

Question 12: What tiny steps are you taking right now to build transformation in your own life? Do they 
feel too tiny to name? What are you hoping to build with them?  
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